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Three dimensional Euclidean pure gravity with a negative cosmological constant can be formulated
in terms of the Chern-Simons theory, classically. This theory can be written in a supersymmetric
way by introducing auxiliary gauginos and scalars. We calculate the exact partition function of this
Chern-Simons theory by using the localization technique. Thus, we obtain the quantum gravity
partition function, assuming that it can be obtained non-perturbatively by summing over partition
functions of the Chern-Simons theory on topologically different manifolds. The resultant partition
function is modular invariant, and in the case in which the central charge is expected to be 24, it is
the J-function, predicted by Witten.
I. INTRODUCTION
Non-perturbative calculation for pure gravity in three
dimensions is a very interesting problem. It contains no
local degrees of freedom, but it contains black hole so-
lutions [1]. In this paper, using the Chern-Simons for-
mulation [2, 3] and recently developed localization tech-
niques, we calculate the partition function of the three-
dimensional pure gravity in asymptotic Anti-de Sitter
space-time,
Zgravity =
∫
Dgµνe−Sgravity (1)
where, three dimensional pure gravity action is
Sgravity =
1
16πGN
∫
d3x
√
g (R− 2Λ) + SGH + Sc . (2)
Here Λ = −1/ℓ2, and ℓ is AdS scale, and SGH =
1
8piGN
∫
d2x
√
hK is Gibbons-Hawking boundary term
with K extrinsic curvature, and h the boundary met-
ric, and Sc = − 18piGN
∫
d2x
√
h is an appropriate grav-
ity counter-term. We focus on negative cosmological
constant case since asymptotic AdS gives possibly well-
defined boundary condition for quantum gravity [4].
Our strategy is as follows; First, we utilize the follow-
ing well known relationship between the Chern-Simons
actions and the 1st order gravity action [2, 3]:
∫
M
d3x e
(
R(e, ω) +
2
ℓ2
)
+
∫
∂M
eaωa
= iℓ
(
SCS[A]− SCS [A]
)
, (3)
where we introduce the SL(2,C) gauge valued Chern-
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Simons action
SCS [A] :=
∫
M
Tr
(
AdA+ 2
3
A3
)
, (4)
(
ωaµ +
i
ℓ
eaµ
)
i
2
σadx
µ = A ,
(
ωaµ −
i
ℓ
eaµ
)
i
2
σadx
µ = A¯ ,(5)
where σa is Pauli matrix. Then, defining k ≡ ℓ/4GN [5],
we can write gravitational action (2) as
Sgravity =
ik
4π
SCS [A]− ik
4π
SCS[A¯] ≡ Sgauge . (6)
Here, we use an important fact: on-shell value of
1
16piGN
∫
∂M
eaωa term in (3) gives a contribution corre-
sponding to on-shell value of SGH + Sc in (2).
From the work of Brown-Henneaux [6], the central
charge c of this theory is given by c = 3ℓ/2GN , which
is equal to c = 6k in our convention. Quantization con-
dition for k, for SL(2,C) gauge group, is k ∈ Z, and
this gives c/6 ∈ Z. However since the diffeomorphism of
Euclidian AdS3 is SO(3, 1), precisely speaking, we have
to conduct the Chern-Simons theory calculation for the
gauge group SO(3, 1). In that case, the allowed central
charge is c/24 ∈ Z [7]. Due to the fact that the local-
ization of the Chern-Simons theory for SU(2) is well-
studied, we use the notation of SL(2,C), a complexifica-
tion of SU(2), for the Chern-Simons theory gauge group
in (3) for simplicity. This is justified since SO(3, 1) and
SL(2,C) are locally identical, and global difference be-
tween them cannot be seen at the level of classical action.
Rather it should give different quantization condition for
k as k/4 ∈ Z.
Second, to conduct path-integral for gravity, we define
the measure for quantum gravity in terms of the Chern-
Simons theory such that (1) can be calculated in terms
of the Chern-Simons theory path-integral. Note that the
metric information gµν in gravity theory is encoded in the
gauge boson Aµ in the Chern-Simons theory through the
relation eq. (5). The Chern-Simons theory lives on three-
dimensional Euclidian space, which we callM. Since the
Chern-Simons theory is topological, it depends on only
the topology ofM and the boundary metric ofM. These
2must be determined from the corresponding space-time
in gravity. Since we solve the quantum gravity in asymp-
totic AdS boundary condition and asymptotic Euclidean
AdS is parametrised by torus, whose complex moduli is
τ ,M must have a boundary torus with moduli τ .
Note that different space-time topology in gravity side
should be mapped into different topology for M in the
Chern-Simons side. While in the gauge theory, one re-
gards the Chern-Simons theory on different topologyM
as a different theory. Therefore for the correspondence to
work, we decompose the metric path-integral into each
sector distinguished by the topology, and then we will
sum over different topology, where all of them should
have a boundary torus. Furthermore, in the Chern-
Simons theory, boundary conditions (b.c.), related by the
modular transformation for τ , are regarded as giving dif-
ferent theory. On the other hand, in gravity, radial rescal-
ing changes the size of torus, and the size of torus cannot
be a parameter for the boundary. Therefore we also need
to sum over different b.c. for A, where all of the b.c. for τ
are related by the modular transformation. We schemat-
ically write this decomposition as Dgµν =
∑Dgsectorµν ,
and then we replace each measure Dgsectorµν by the Chern-
Simons theory path-integral DADA¯ where A lives onM
with corresponding topology. Here we understand that
Dgsectorµν is metric integration for a given bulk topology
and a given boundary torus.
To understand what is the appropriate summation,
note that all of the known classical solutions of pure
gravity Einstein’s equation are AdS space-time and BTZ
black holes. All of them have the topology D2 × S1,
which is the same as solid torus. Therefore we assume
that topology which contributes to the quantum grav-
ity is only the solid torus, and nothing else. This will
be justified after the application of the localization tech-
nique because only the saddle points contribute there,
and they satisfy the equation of motion for the Chern-
Simons theory, which is “equivalent” to Einstein’s equa-
tion. Furthermore, all of the classical solutions admit
asymptotic AdS space-time, parametrised by torus com-
plex moduli τ , and they are related by SL(2,Z) transfor-
mation [19]. Therefore, the topologically distinct sectors
are labeled by specifying which circle on the boundary
is contractable. Thus, we need to take summation over
the ‘cosets of SL(2,Z)’. Here, cosets of SL(2,Z) summa-
tion is parametrised by τ → (aτ + b)/(cτ + d) satisfying
ad − bc = 1, where, (−a,−b,−c,−d) ≈ (a, b, c, d) makes
c ≥ 0 and (c, d)GCD = 1 so that a, b, are uniquely deter-
mined up to (a, b) ≈ (a+ c, b+ d) to satisfy ad− bc = 1.
The last ambiguity does not matter since the expression
for partition function is written in terms of summation
over cosets of SL(2,Z) about variable exp
(
2πiaτ+bcτ+d
)
,
and the ambiguity (a, b) ≈ (a+ c, b+ d) does not change
this variable.
Physically parameter a, b, c, d specifies the choice of a
bulk contractable circle as a linear combination of tE and
φ circle. Summation over c and d is simply summing over
all the choice of classical solutions, which are specified by
how to choose a bulk contractable circle. As a result, final
answer after summing over topology is modular invariant.
In summary, topology summation is defined naturally
as cosets of SL(2,Z),
∑
c≥0,(c,d)=1. In fact, Farey tail
story [8–11] takes exactly the same approach for the grav-
ity path-integral measure, where Elliptic genus evaluated
in the dual field theory is decomposed as summation over
cosets of SL(2,Z) by Rademacher expansion.
Third, we assume that we can regard A and A¯ are in-
dependent holomorphic variables. Therefore we expect
that A and A¯ can have different topology, i.e., topology
of solid torus with different choice of (c, d), a different
choice of contractable circles. The decomposition of the
Chern-Simons theory in terms of A and A¯ in (6) moti-
vates us to assume the holomorphic factorization [7] as
Witten. All of these considerations lead us to the rela-
tionship
∑
Dgsectorµν =


∑
c≥0,
(c,d)=1
DA




∑
c≥0,
(c,d)=1
DA¯

 , (7)
as a natural measure for 3D pure gravity path-integral.
Fourth, we supersymmetrize A. By introducing aux-
iliary fields and constructing 3d N = 2 vector multi-
plet V = (A, σ,D, λ, λ), we supersymmetrize the Chern-
Simons action
SSCS [V ] = SCS[A] +
∫
d3x
√
g Tr
(
− λλ+ 2Dσ
)
. (8)
Superficially, the additional terms in (8) give no kinetic
terms to the fields. Therefore, we expect that this de-
formation does not break the relationship in (3), and∫ DA e−SCS [A] ≈ ∫ DV e−SSCS[V ] holds. However there
is a subtle issue; we will see later that the “mass term”
∼ λλ vanishes at the boundary from the supersymmetric
boundary condition and as a result, there is a boundary
localized decoupled fermion, at least, in the perturba-
tive picture. Even though these additional degrees of
freedom might bother us, there is still a big merit for
the supersymmetrization, it enables us to evaluate the
path-integral exactly by using the localization technique.
Since the Chern-Simons theory is topological and has no
local degrees of freedom, introducing auxiliary fermions
are consistent with no essential modification assumption
for the path-integral, aside from a renormalization of the
coupling k and introduction of additional boundary lo-
calized degrees of freedom.
All of these give sequence of transformation as
Zgravity =
∫
Dgµνe−Sgravity →
∑∫
Dgsectorµν e−Sgravity
→
∫
(
∑
DA)(
∑
DA¯)e− ik4piSCS [A]+ ik4piSCS [A¯]
→
∫ (∑
DV
)(∑
DV¯
)
e−
ik
4pi
SSCS [V ]+
ik
4pi
SSCS[V¯ ] ,
3and we evaluate the path-integral exactly for the final
expression by using the localization technique for the
Chern-Simons theory with a boundary. If our assump-
tions are correct, we can evaluate the exact partition
function for the pure gravity from the Chern-Simons the-
ory.
Finally, we apply the localization principle to the cal-
culation of
∑
c≥0,
(c,d)=1
∫
DV e− ik4piSSCS [V ] ≡
∑
c≥0,
(c,d)=1
Zc,d (9)
to obtain the quantum gravity partition function (1). In
order to evaluate (9), we need to specify the boundary
condition for the vector multiplet. Since the boundary
condition in gravity side is asymptotic AdS metric, the
vector multiplet must satisfy the Dirichlet boundary con-
dition parametrised by τ . We will soon write down the
explicit formula for the boundary condition. Fortunately,
explicit evaluation of the path-integral in (9) is conducted
in [12] in the case that τ is purely imaginary [20]. There-
fore, we use that results and then we take the summation
over c and d.
II. LOCALIZATION
Given the argument that only one topology contributes
is D2 × S1, we briefly review the argument in [12]
with the following metric on D2 × S1: ds2 = dθ2 +
cos2 θ
(
dϕ2 + tan2 θdt2E
)
, for 0 ≤ θ ≤ θ0 < π/2 , 0 ≤
ϕ ≤ 2π , 0 ≤ tE ≤ 2π, where θ = θ0 is a boundary torus
with purely imaginary τ = iβ = i tan θ0 [21]. For our
interest, it is sufficient to state the details on vector mul-
tiplet V . The vector multiplet on D2×S1 is constructed
by a gauge field Aµ, a scalar σ, an auxiliary scalar D,
two gauginos λ, λ. We can take the following Dirichlet
boundary conditions
Aϕ → aϕ , AtE → atE ,
σ → 0 , λ→ e−i(ϕ−tE)γθλ , (10)
where all of them are proportional to σ3, the Car-
tan generator for SU(2). The remaining component
for the gauge field Aθ is not fixed in their context.
The fermion boundary condition λ = e−i(ϕ−tE)γθλ kills
the “mass term” ∼ λλ at the boundary. To under-
stand this point in more detail, using the doubling
trick, let us define the fermion fields ψ1 and ψ2 as
ψ1(x) = λ1(x)θ(x) + e
−i(ϕ−tE)λ¯1(−x)θ(−x), ψ2(x) =
λ¯2(x)θ(x) − e+i(ϕ−tE)λ2(−x)θ(−x), such that these re-
flect the boundary condition at x = 0, where x ≡ θ0 − θ.
Then the fermion “mass term” becomes λ(x)λ(x) =
sign(x)ψ1(x)ψ2(x). This shows that only at the bound-
ary, x = θ0 − θ = 0, this mass term vanishes. This is the
typical “domain wall fermion” behaviour, where fermion
are sharply localized at the boundary. Note that all of
these arguments are under the k→∞ assumption, since
we are discussing the classical “mass term”.
For localization, we add super Yang-Mills action and
it gives the localization locus F = 0, where F is the field
strength. Then, the classical contribution [14], and the
one loop determinant at the localization locus give the
following formula [12]
Z(c,d) =
∫
b.c.(10)
DV e− ik4pi SSCS[V ]
= Zclassical × Zone−loop , (11)
Zclassical = e
ikpiTr(aϕatE ) ,
Zone−loop =
∏
m∈Z
(
m− α(aϕ)
)
= eipiα(aϕ) − e−ipiα(aϕ),
here we used the zeta function regularization for the in-
finite product (see the Appendix for the detail). This is
the result of path-integral given the choice of SL(2,Z)
coset parameters, c and d.
III. BOUNDARY CONDITION
What we have to conduct next is to choose the bound-
ary condition for aϕ and atE given the choice of c and
d, and τ , then we sum over c and d. However, for our
purpose, it is enough to evaluate (11) for the case of non-
rotating BTZ black hole, i.e., c = 1, d = 0 choice. Then
in the obtained expression, we replace
− 1
τ
→ aτ + b
cτ + d
, with ad− bc = 1 , (12)
and conduct explicit summation over c and d.
For the case of a BTZ black hole, we can find the
boundary condition in [15]. By considering the BTZ
black hole solution in the context of the Chern-Simons
formulation, the resulting gauge field satisfies
e2piβaϕ =
(−1 0
0 −1
)
(13)
for the non-rotating BTZ. Then we can choose
aϕ =
1
2iβ
σ3 =
1
2τ
σ3 , atE =
1
2
σ3 , (14)
where β is the corresponding black hole inverse tempera-
ture, and we define the modulus τ = iβ for later use. By
substituting this value, we arrive at the partition function
around the non-rotating BTZ black hole solution as
Z(c=1,d=0) = e
1
4
(k+2) 2pii
τ − e 14 (k−2) 2piiτ (15)
IV. RADEMACHER SUM
In order to conduct sum over c and d, we conduct the
replacement (12) for the obtained expression (15). Then
4we obtain for generic c and d as
Z(c,d) = e
−2pii 1
4
(k+2) aτ+b
cτ+d − e−2pii 14 (k−2) aτ+bcτ+d . (16)
For the summation over c and d, there is a good way
to perform such summation with appropriate regulariza-
tion, called Rademacher sums [16, 17]. After taking such
regularization, we arrive at the following “holomorphic
partition function for the pure-AdS gravity”
Zhol[q] ≡ Z(0,1)(τ) +
∑
c>0,
(c,d)=1
(
Zc,d(τ)− Zc,d(∞)
)
= R(−keff/4)(q)−R(−keff/4+1)(q) , (17)
where keff ≡ k + 2, and
R(m)(q) ≡ e2piimτ +
∑
c>0,
(c,d)=1
(
e2piim
aτ+b
cτ+d − e2piim ac
)
= qm + (const.) +
∞∑
n=1
c(m,n)qn , (18)
c(m,n) ≡
∑
c>0,
(c,d)=1,
dmod c
e2pii(m
a
c
+n d
c
)
∞∑
ν=0
(
2pi
c
)2ν+2
ν!(ν + 1)!
(−m)ν+1nν ,
and q ≡ e2piiτ . Subtraction by Zc,d(∞) is for regulariza-
tion. For m = −1 case, (const.) = 12 [16]. This is our
main result. Note that in case m is not an integer, qm
picks up a phase under the τ → τ + 1. Since one can
always tune a moduli τ so that qm becomes a dominant
term in R(m)(q) for m < 0, m needs to be an integer,
otherwise it contradicts with the modular invariance. In
fact, this function is well studied in [17] and it is shown
there that under the assumption that R(m)(q) converges,
R(m)(q) vanishes for fractional number m = −g/h, with
integers g, h, unless h = 1.
m = −1 is of special interest, and R(−1)(q) is Klein’s
J-function; J(q).
V. QUANTUM GRAVITY PARTITION
FUNCTION
Let us discuss our final expressions (17): The math-
ematical fact that m need to be integer under the as-
sumption of convergence and modular invariant is inter-
esting since it is exactly the quantisation of keff/4. On
the other hand, in the Chern-Simons theory, we take the
quantization condition for k as k/4 ∈ Z. This is interest-
ing since except for the difference between k and keff ,
they are the same condition! Therefore, we expect that
the relationship c = 6keff to hold.
Furthermore, for keff/4 = 1 case, in which we expect
c = 24 [22], using our sequence and relation (9), the final
expression simply becomes
Zgravity = J(q)J(q¯) (19)
up to constant number shift for J(q) and J(q¯). This par-
tition function is exactly the one predicted by Witten in
[7]! Since the term q−1 represents the AdS vacuum, the
constant term ∼ q0 comes from the level 1 descendant
of AdS vacuum. BTZ black holes cannot contribute to
this constant term since they exist regularly onlyM > 0,
J ≥ 0. If dual boundary theory exists, this suggests that
the constant term in partition function should vanish,
since Virasoro operator L−1 acting on vacuum vanishes.
On the other hand, in our direct path-integral, there is
a priori no principle to determine this constant since it
depends on how we regularize the c, d summation. We
leave this as a open question.
For integer keff/4 with keff/4 > 1 case, we face neg-
ative coefficients in the q expansion. For example, for
keff/4 = 2, we obtain
Zhol[q] = q
−2 − q−1 +
∞∑
n=0
c2,n q
n . (20)
where c2,n is some constant. To interpret this negative
coefficients, we propose two possibilities. 1. Dual CFT
does not exits. 2. Dual CFT exists, though it possess
fermion degrees of freedom. We believe that if dual CFT
exists, then it should possess fermion degrees of free-
dom. As we have discussed, our theory possess bound-
ary decoupled fermion at least perturbatively. This is
reflected in our results; for example in the AdS3 back-
ground (a = d = 1, b = c = 0) our result (16) can be writ-
ten as Z(c=0,d=1) = ZB−fermion×q−keff/4Π∞n=2(1−qn)−1
where ZB−fermion ≡ Π∞l=1
(
1− ql) is the partition func-
tion of the boundary localized free fermion, whose exis-
tence we have discussed before. Note that contribution
q−keff/4Π∞n=2(1− qn)−1 is exactly the contribution from
classical AdS3 saddle point and its Virasoro descendant
[11, 18].
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Let us close this paper with discussion. We applied the
recently developed localization technique to the 3D grav-
ity and obtained the remarkable J-function, predicted by
Witten. Big assumption was made that quantum pure
gravity in AdS3 can be formulated non-perturbatively
by summing over boundary conditions for Chern-Simons
theories. But given that, localization gives a nice jus-
tification for our procedure: First, only the localization
locus F = 0 contributes in the path integral, but F = 0
is the Einstein’s equation, and the only topology allowed
there is a solid torus. Furthermore, the Rademacher sum
arises naturally because we have to sum over all the field
configurations satisfying localization locus F = 0. Sec-
ond, our calculation for the path integral is exact, there-
fore does not rely on the perturbative method. Third,
gravity action in terms of the Chern-Simons theory is
decomposed as holomorphic and anti-holomorphic part,
so holomorphic factorization is natural. These are the
5main reasons why our localization method evades previ-
ous obstacles and we succeed in obtaining the J-function.
However, clearly more studies are needed. We leave these
as future problems.
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Appendix A: Derivation
Here, we derive the results for Zone−loop in (11) in de-
tail:
Zone−loop =
∏
m∈Z
(
m− α(aϕ)
)
= −
∞∏
m=1
(−m2)× α(aϕ)
∞∏
m=1
(
1− [α(aϕ)]
2
m2
)
= −
∞∏
m=1
(−m2)× 1
π
sinπα(aϕ) , (A1)
then by using the zeta function regularization,
−
∞∏
m=1
(−m2) = − e
∑
∞
m=1(±ipi+2 logm)
= −e±ipiζ(0)+2(−ζ′(0)) = ± 2πi , (A2)
we have
Zone−loop = ±
(
eipiα(aϕ) − e−ipiα(aϕ)
)
. (A3)
There is an ambiguity for the overall sign, which is
undetermined. However this overall ambiguous sign
is independent on the choice of c and d, the cosets of
SL(2,Z) parameter. It gives at most overall sign ambi-
guity of the final path-integral expression. Therefore in
this paper, we neglect this sign.
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